My Exchange Evaluation
Basic Information
Host University

The University of Hong Kong

Semester & Year of Exchange

Semester 2, 2018

Otago degree(s)

Bachelor of Applied Science

Major(s)

Environmental Management, Indigenous Development

Academics/ course load
Which papers did you take whilst on exchange?
Course title
Language of
instruction
GEOG2030 Global Development
English
GEOG2082 Economic Development
in Rural China
GEOG3102 China: Environment and
Sustainable development
Geog3213 Ecosystem Services and
sustainable society

English
English
English

Otago equivalent
Unspecified GEOG 200
level for BappSci
Unspecified GEOG 200
level for BappSci
Unspecified GEOG 300
level for BappSci
GEOG397

Otago credit
value
6
6
6
6

Any comments about these papers?
In general the papers were pitched at a lower level than Otago papers which is odd as for my degree
the University of Hong Kong had a very high ranking. But I understand the workload varies drastically
by degree at HKU, for example Law and Dentistry students had a significant workload.

How did the academic experience/ workload/ style of teaching differ from Otago?
The marking structure and workload is very different to what is offered at Otago. There is a strong
emphasis on group projects for the internal workload and the word count contribution for
assignments is also low, I was working on a group project worth 50% of the grade with a word limit
of 3000 with 5 people in our group, meaning individual effort is hard to distinguish from internals. In
addition, it seems many lecturers are generous with exchange students in terms of marking and
assignment deadlines.

Accommodation
What accommodation did you stay in? What were the pros and cons of your accommodation?
Privately rented accommodation with a family member in the country as I initially wasn’t accepted
into halls. Advantages were I had my own space, meaning I didn’t have to share a room as most
students did, there were less rules some halls were quite strict i.e. no drinking however this really
depended on the halls. Cons were that it was harder to meet people initially, it seems they group
exchange students into a select few halls, which generally are the less competitive ones to get in to.
More competitive halls were St John's College, Swire Hall and Jockey Club. ‘International’ halls were
pokfield road residence and On hing building which are both relatively basic and don’t have the
culture of the other halls but is probably a good place to meet other exchange students.

Money matters
Please detail your basic costs, e.g. accommodation, flights, visa, food, insurance
Everything in Hong Kong was generally more expensive, which surprised me. Expect to pay more for
food and wine but considerably less for beer (500ml cans of most beers were generally less than $3).
Op shops and second hand stores don’t really exist in Hong Kong from what I found, but there are
plenty of markets and large brand stores (Adidas, Nike etc.). Hong Kong is not the cheapest
destination, particularly accommodation wise, so it is important to apply for halls early and if you
aren’t initially selected for a hall, don’t commit to a contract in a private residence as spots open up
in the first few weeks of term and private accommodation is the most expensive in the world.

What means did you use to access your finances? What would you recommend? (Credit card, Cash
passport, foreign bank account, etc.)
I used my debit card for most things, and getting large amounts of cash out to reduce bank
withdrawal fees. You can put up to $200 NZD on your Octopus (public transport) card which can be
then used at most stores meaning you can circumvent bank fees (besides the initial withdrawal fee)
by doing this. Also, I think you can get a larger allowance on your Octopus card if you apply. I
intended to get set up a foreign bank account while there but didn’t end up getting around to it as it
is not an easy process to complete, many students who were there for a whole year get a local bank
account though, because if you are there for a year you get issued a Hong Kong ID card which makes
opening an account much easier.

Visas & Insurance
Did you have to apply for a visa? What was the process?
Yes. The University of Hong Kong helped considerably with this process, I sent the forms they asked
for to them and they got most of it sorted for me. Note you do need an additional visa to get into
Mainland China, which can be a bit of a process to get.

Did your host university have a mandatory insurance?
Maybe? Not that I knew of. Also, make sure you buy insurance before you leave New Zealand, as
many insurance providers do not let you buy insurance once you’ve already left the country.

Extra-curricular/Social Activities
What organised activities were available to students? What extra-curricular activities would you
recommend to future exchange students?
Orientation days, clubs and societies, sports teams. I personally joined up with the cross-country
team, but dropped out after a while because waking up at 6am just wasn’t quite doing it for me. The
party scene in Hong Kong is VERY good, if you like clubbing Lan Kwai Fong is the standard go to any
night of the week or on Wednesday nights Wan Chai is the go to district. If you are a girl, most clubs
will give you free drinks for a few hours.

What was the university/ city like?
The university was nice there was one main stretch of it on the west side of Hong Kong Island with a
subway stop on campus so you can get around very easily. The city is very densely populated and the
buildings are very tall, the streets are a fair bit dirtier than New Zealand and it is quite common to
not see the sky unless you look straight up or walk down to the harbour, which is generally not that
far away. Public transport in the city is great the subway runs until around 1am, and there are taxis
everywhere too, however taxis only take cash, which can catch you out sometimes. Pubic buses can
take you to outlying areas if you’re planning on going on hiking.

Any recommendations for things to do, places to visit, places to eat etc.?
If you like raves and electronic music, look up as a starting point to meet likeminded people “The
Lamma Island book club”. If you like hiking there are a few good hikes around notably “Big Buddha”
and “Dragon’s Back”. Personally, I wouldn’t really recommend going for a swim at the popular
beaches in Hong Kong as often they are not that nice (compared to NZ) and depending on tidal
conditions they can be pretty much full of plastic and rubbish. Above Lan Kwai Fong (the party area)
there is an area for nice restaurants and bars and stuff like that if you want to go out for a nice meal.
Tai O fishing village is a cool day trip which is behind the big Buddha, however don’t go if you hate
the smell of fish.

Any tips for future students?
Stay in halls if possible. A great place to meet people is outside the convenience stores in Lan Kwai
Fong because that is where everyone goes for cheap drinks, free wifi and air conditioning. You will
probably make friends with students from other universities too. From Hong Kong it is very easy to
travel to the rest of Asia. Workload expectations seem to vary drastically by degree. Moving to Hong
Kong is daunting at first and you may find it a little hard to settle in, but give it time and you will find
a solid friends group who you like and you will learn to appreciate Hong Kong for what it offers.

Most shopkeepers in popular areas and university staff will speak in English; the dominant language
in Hong Kong is Cantonese rather than Mandarin, which is more strongly associated with China. The
university has a free gym and swimming pool, which no one seems to use which is a go to hang out
spot. Try applying for the Prime Minister's Scholarship for Asia and get help from university staff
with your application and you might be able to pretty much get your whole trip funded for free.

Overall Experience
Please write one paragraph (or more) about your exchange experience. Please include some photos!
Hong Kong was a significant experience for me, it enabled me to grow and experience myself in an
environment that is completely foreign. If you are looking to push yourself into the unfamiliar and
really grow, Hong Kong would be a great destination. However, the hustle and bustle of day to day
life at times can get a bit draining too, the natural environment in Hong Kong is very poor
compared to New Zealand so if this is something you particularly want, I would recommend
heading elsewhere. Hong Kong as a city manages to be grimy, exciting, materialistic, proud and
diverse all at the same time and is probably the ideal situation for someone wanting to experience
Asia/China while maintaining many of their Western comforts.

Being able to return home after my time in Hong Kong really has given me an appreciation for
many of the things I previously took for granted. The friendships I made while on exchange has
given me an international friends network who I plan to keep in touch with long after we have all
left Hong Kong.

The view from a ferry looking back at the South Side of Hong Kong Island.

A Street with decorations.

The ‘Big Buddha’ which is more of an tourist attraction than a historical cultural site.

View from the university

The streets of Hong Kong.

The entrance to Zhang Jia Jia national park, in China where avatar was filmed.

The floating mountains from Avatar

Myself and a couple of other exchange students from the UK and Sweden on a school trip into
China.

The subway station at uni.

